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ABSTRACT 
 
Virtual online laboratory simulations for subjects with laboratory component became a trend in 

universities during COVID-19 pandemic. This study determined the perception of the respondents on the 

use of Labster online virtual simulation (LVOS) in terms of benefits/opportunities, challenges/drawback, 

the suggestions of the respondents and the comparison between IPL and LVOS. Mix method (Descriptive- 

qualitative and quantitative) using a questionnaire was used. Frequency, percentages, and T-test were used 

to analyze the data. Thirty-three BS Human Biology students for school year 2021-2022, were the 

respondents in this study. Findings revealed that laboratory classes during pandemic was continued 
using LVOS. Perceived opportunities of LVOS are; easy to learn, has almost real experimental 

illustrations, need no assistance, do not require laboratory base equipment, all experimental procedures 

can be learned, helpful tutorial mode in solving post experiment queries and, enhances analysis and 

reasoning. Perceived challenges are; absence of actual microscopy, preparation of slides from fresh 

specimen is lacking, require high version of computers and, skills in microscopy is not develop. In 

comparison LVOS is more advantageous in terms of, convenient to use, repetition of experiment enhanced 

mastery, better experimental procedures, more interesting, and time saving. IPL on the other hand 

promotes analysis of facts, more interaction between professor and students. It is suggested that LVOS 

should be a part of laboratory classes in life sciences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Laboratory competency in a range of practical skills is an essential component for students 

pursuing degrees in life sciences. Manipulative skills are essential for biology students in 

preparation for courses in medical field. The hiatus brought about by COVID-19 pandemic 
greatly affected educational institutions offering courses in life sciences, particularly the 

laboratory component. The pandemic resulted to an increase in the adoption of virtual simulations 

in teaching life science subjects, with laboratory component. LVOS is an online platform that 
offers fully interactive advanced laboratory simulations of a wide range of science topics. It was 

co-founded by Mads Tvillinggarard Bonde and Michael Bodekaer in Copenhagen, Hovedstaden 

Denmark in 2011. To date it is the world’s leading platform for virtual labs and science 

simulations. Real life scenarios allow students to virtually interact with laboratory equipment, 
perform various experiments and consolidated their learning with theory and quiz questions. The 

use of computer simulations can enhance traditional instructions, especially the laboratory 

activities [1]. LVOS continued to play an important role in courses with laboratory 
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classes owing to intermittent lockdowns and evolving infectious strains that will deter full access 
to IPL classes [2]. Virtual Lab Simulations can contribute to the increased study activity and 

motivation. It is an effective supplement to IPL [3]. Virtual Lab. Simulations are; very helpful 

when materials are not accessible, helpful in visualization of invisible phenomena especially if 

movement or change is vital and hard to see with still images, as supporting materials in lectures 
or for homework, as IPL prelab preparation. It also enabled the students delineate theory and 

reality and as replacement for experiments that take too long to complete in real time [4]. 

 
San Beda University Manila, Philippines is a catholic educational institution run by Benedictine 

priests. As a university, quality education despite the pandemic is always the focus of the school 

management. The BS Human Biology Program of San Beda University Manila Philippines is a 
pre-medical program. wherein students are to develop not only their analytical skills but their 

manipulative skills as well. The World Health organization announced COVID-19 pandemic last 

March 12, 2020. Consequently, lockdowns followed hence, IPL classes were prohibited to avoid 

the spread of virus. BS Human Biology students who were first year and second year in school 
year 2019-2020 had experienced two laboratory approaches in their science subjects. IPL classes 

before pandemic, and LVOS during pandemic. Many studies have found little difference in 

learning outcomes between students who perform LVOS and those who have done IPL. The 
facilitative active, inquiry-based learning rather than the passive, protocol driven learning 

normally found in IPL, enable students to learn in their own time and pace in LVOS [5]. San 

Beda University Manila, Philippines has been subscribing to LVOS since November 2020. 
 

The objectives of this study are; to determine the perception of the students on the 

priorities/benefits and challenges/drawback, of using LVOS, compare IPL and LVOS based on 

knowledge, practice, and convenience of use and to determine the suggestions of the respondents 
on the use of LVOS as COVID-19 is moving toward endemicity. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1. Population Description and Sampling Procedure 

 
The population of the respondents are the 33 third year and fourth year BS Human Biology 

students in school year 2021-2022 at San Beda University. Eighteen (18) third year students and 

15 fourth year students comprised the population. The inclusion criteria for the participants are 
students that experienced IPL classes before pandemic and during pandemic they used LVOS. In 

the syllabi of life science subjects with laboratory, cell structure and physiology is included. The 

exclusion criteria for this study are students who experienced LVOS only. Complete enumeration 

of the 33 participants was done thus non-sampling errors was avoided. 
 

2.2. Research Instrument 
 
A questionnaire-based study was used [6] with modifications. It is composed of questions that 

determine the; demographic profile of the respondents, perception of the respondents on the 

benefits/opportunities of using LVOS, its challenges/drawback, comparison between LVOS and 
IPL classes and their suggestion on the use of LVOS. The questionnaire was pretested to students 

who were in the exclusion criteria. Vague questions were removed and, the questionnaire (google 

form) was sent to the respondents. Small group virtual discussion was used to clarify their unclear 
suggestions. 
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2.3. Research Design 
 

Mix method was used as design of the study. Descriptive-qualitative describes the perception of 

the respondents on the benefits/priorities, drawbacks of using LVOS in studying cell structure and 
physiology in science laboratory classes. Qualitative because it describes the knowledge, and 

experiences on the use of LVOS. Within subject design was also used wherein all respondents 

answered the same questions in the data collection. Quantitative method was used in comparing 

the perception of the respondents between the LVOS and IPL. 
 

2.4. Data Gathering Procedures 
 

BS Human Biology students who are qualified in the inclusion criteria were requested to answer 

the structured questionnaire. The said instrument (google form) was sent through their respective 
university email addresses. Small group virtual discussion was also done to clarify vague answers 

and to gather some of their suggestions. 

 

2.5. Statistical Analysis 
 

Data gathered were tallied in Microsoft excel 365 version 16. Frequency and percentage were 
used to analyse, and described the results on the perceived priorities, challenges, and suggestions 

on the use of LVOS. T- test was used to determine significant difference on the perception of the 

respondents in comparing LVOS with IPL. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

3.1. Demographic Profile of the Respondents 
 

The demographic of the respondents is shown in Table 1. This only include the age of the 

respondents. More than the majority (54.54%) of the respondents are the third year BS Human 
Biology students with ages from 20-21 years old. The remaining 45.45% of the respondents are 

the fourth year BS Human Biology students with ages from 22-23 years old. The age of the 

respondents is considered as digital natives, which are comfortable with advances in technology. 
They are the generation to grow up with new technology and are familiar with and confident in, 

with respect to Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). They have spent most of 

their lives surrounded with digital ICT [7]. 

 
Table 1. The Demographic Profile of the Respondents 

 
Number Age bracket Frequency Percentage 

1 20-21 18 54.54 

2 2. 22-23 15 45.45 

 

3.2. Respondents’ Responses on Benefits/Opportunities on the use of LVOS 
 

Table 2 statements 1 to 9, is about the benefits/opportunities on the use of LVOS as perceived 
by the respondents. In statement 1 more than the majority (57.6%) of the respondents perceived 

that LVOS is a good substitute for IPL in studying the cell if in-person classes are not possible. 
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Twenty- eight (84.8%) respondents perceived that LVOS simulations were easy to learn and 
manipulate (statement 2, Table 2). This can be gleaned to the age of the respondents in Table 1, 

wherein they were born from the year 1999-2002 and belong to digital natives. They are 

comfortable with technology and computers at an early age and consider technology as an 

integral and necessary part of their lives. Twenty-one (63.6%) of the respondents perceived that 
LVOS has almost real experimental illustrations (statement 3, Table 2), Animations (visuals) 

have a huge impact in the minds of the students. Virtual labs are very interactive component 

which flourishes the student mind about the concept [8]. Twenty-five (75.8%) respondents 
perceived that LVOS need no assistance in using LVOS (statement 4, Table 2). Each simulation 

 
Table 2. Respondents’ Responses on the use of LVOS 

 
Statement Frequency Percentage 

1. LVOS is a good substitute for IPL activities in studying cell 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

c. Maybe 

 

19 

10 

4 

 

57.6 

30.3 

12.1 

2. Simulation in LVOS is easy to learn and manipulate 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

28 

5 

 

84.8 

15.2 

3. LVOS has almost real experimental illustrations 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

21 

12 

 

63.6 

36.4 

4. LVOS need no assistance 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

c. Sometimes 

 

25 

7 

1 

 

75.8 

21.2 

3.0 

5. Laboratory base equipment is no longer needed 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

26 

7 

 

78.8 

21.2 

6. All experimental procedure can be learned and well discussed 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

25 

8 

 

75.8 

24.2 

7. Tutorial mode is designed to help better in solving post experiment 

queries 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

 

28 

5 

 

 

84.8 

15.2 

8. Tutorial mode helps to perform better in laboratory examination 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

26 

8 

 

78.8 

21.2 

9. LVOS helps to enhance analysis and reasoning 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

29 

4 

 

87.6 

12.1 
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on the study of cell in LVOS has step by step procedure which is easy to follow. At the same time 
professor can set the simulations into unlimited trials, thus students gained familiarity in the 

simulation in each trial. Twenty-six (78.8%) respondents agreed that LVOS do not require 

laboratory base equipment (statement 5, Table 2). LVOS provide a practical and cost-effective 

approach, since students can still experience laboratory classes virtually, wherein only their 
computers and internet access are required. Virtual labs in science education offer the best 

solution for conducting laboratory activities using computer software which is cheaper and more 

efficient [9]. Twenty-five (75.8%) respondents perceived that all experimental procedures can be 
learned and well discussed in LVOS (statement 6, Table 2). LVOS provide students access to a 

risk-free realistic lab experience and enjoy performing the experiments and practice their skills. 

Twenty-eight (84.8%) respondents perceived that the tutorial mode design of LVOS help them in 
solving post experiment queries (statement 7, Table 2.). LVOS subscription is also consist of 

simulations with step-by-step tutorials. Prior to incorporating the LVOS to the Learning 

management system (red canvas) of San Beda University, professors and students were also 

trained on how to use LVOS. This was further enhanced by the video tutorials for professors and 
students. Statement 8 in Table 2 pertains to the tutorial mode of LVOS if it had helped the 

respondents to perform better in laboratory exams. Twenty-six (78.8%) of the respondents agreed 

that LVOS helped them to perform better in laboratory exams. LVOS had helped in the 
enhancement of learning through analysis and reasoning (statement 9, Table 2). Twenty-nine 

(87.6%) of the respondents perceived that through analysis and reasoning in the simulations their 

learning was enhanced. One of the features of LVOS is, students need to analyse virtual 
simulation before they can answer the post lab. questions. Each simulation has quiz questions to 

check the learnings of the student. Virtual laboratory simulation improved student understanding 

and had a longer-term impact on student learning [10]. 

 
To summarize most of the statements has positive responses on the use of LVOS such as; a good 

substitute for IPL in studying the cell if in-person classes are not possible, simulations were easy 

to learn and manipulate, has almost real experimental illustrations, need no assistance in using it, 
do not require laboratory base equipment, all experimental procedure can be learned and well 

discussed, tutorial mode design of LVOS help them in solving post experiment queries, tutorial 

mode helped to perform better in laboratory exams, helped in the enhancement of analysis and 

reasoning. of the respondents. Virtual laboratory enhanced students’ problem solving, critical 
thinking, creativity, conceptual understanding, science process skills, lab. Skills, motivation, 

intense, perception and learning outcome [11]. 

 

3.3. Challenges/Drawbacks on the use of LVOS 
 

Respondents’ responses on the drawbacks on the use of LVOS is presented in Table 3 from 
questions 1 to 6. Twenty (60.6 %) of the respondents agreed that LVOS do not provide actual 

examination of cell structure via microscope (statement 1, Table 3). LVOS has several 

simulations on examining cells under the microscope, but these are all virtual. In virtual lab 
simulations students collect real data from remotely controlled instruments and explore them 

using simulations, such as virtual microscope that uses high-resolution images instead of actual 

specimen. IPL classes where students can study cell structure through manipulation of 
microscope was not permitted during pandemic [12]. Development of manipulative skills of the 

students is one of the drawbacks of LVOS. Twenty-five (75.8%) respondents agreed that LVOS 

require high version of computers preferably I-core (Intel Core Processor) 5 or I-core 7 

(statement 2, Table 3). The minimum requirements of LVOS for computers of the users are the 
Processor is Dual Core 2 GHZ or higher, the memory is 4 GB or more, Graphic card is Intel HD 

3000/GeForece 6800 GT/Radeon X700 or higher, and a stable internet [13]. The gamelike/ 

realistic simulations require those specifications so that students will have full access of the 
simulations on cell structure and physiology. It is a drawback since some students upgraded 
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their desktops and, some bought laptops with high specifications. Statement 3 in Table 3 is about 
stable internet connection as drawback for LVOS. Twenty-nine (87.9%) agreed that stable internet 

connection is a pitfall for LVOS. Most of respondents, returned to their home provinces 

(Mindanao, Bicol, Surigao) during pandemic, where unstable internet characterized the 

remoteness of their residence in rural areas. Thus, they stayed in the cities of their home 
provinces, where internet connection is stable, to perform the assigned LVOS. Internet 

connectivity issue is a challenge in virtual lab. The internet connectivity in rural and remote areas 

is unstable hence users found it difficult to access the virtual lab [14]. Nineteen (57.6%) of the 
respondents perceived that LVOS simulation on cell structure and physiology had no variation in 

results, since output data are almost the same (statement 4, Table 3). The format of 

 
Table 3. Challenges/Drawbacks on the use of LVOS 

 
 

Statement Frequency Percentage 

1. Laboratory approach that is easy, and convenient to use. 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

17 

18 

 

51.5 

48.5 

2. Laboratory procedure that requires analysis of facts to come up 

with the results 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

11 

14 

 

33.3 

66.7 

3. Laboratory approach that required repetition of the experiment before 

coming up with the results 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

 

24 

8 

 

 

72.7 

27.3 

4. Laboratory approach that gathered accurate data, with less chances of 

error 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 
24 

8 

 
72.7 

27.3 

5. Laboratory approach that explains better experimental procedures 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 
20 

13 

 
60.6 

39.4 

6. Laboratory approach that is more interesting 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

25 

8 

 

75.8 

24.2 

7. Laboratory approach that is more time saving 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

29 

4 

 

87.9 

12.1 

8. Laboratory approach that is more convenient during examination 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

21 
12 

 

63.6 
36.4 

9. Laboratory approach has more experimental failure 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

6 

27 

 

18.2 

81.8 

10. Laboratory approach that allowed more discussions and interaction 

between professor and students 

a. LVOS 

b. IPL 

 

 

8 

25 

 

 

24.2 

75.8 
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simulations are almost similar. Students need to answer quiz-let to measure their learning after 
they performed the simulations. At first the students enjoyed each simulation, however on the 

later part, it became a monotonous activity. Real preparation of slides from fresh specimen for 

microscope viewing is one of the skills that is needed for human biology students, in preparation 

for subjects with laboratory as basis for clinical cases if they pursue in the medical field. This is 
one of the limitations of LVOS as what was perceived by 26 (78.8%) of the respondents 

(statement 5, Table 3). Slide preparation from fresh specimen can only be done in IPL. 

Manipulative skills in microscopy should be learned by human biology students if they will 
pursue courses on medical field. This is also one of the challenges of LVOS as what was 

perceived by 24 (72.7%) of the respondents (statement 6, table 3). Eight (27.3%) respondents 

perceived that manipulative skills in microscopy cannot be developed in LVOS. LVOS do not 
provide hands-on experience of individual techniques [15]. 

 

To sum up the downside/challenges on the use of LVOS were absence of actual cell examination 

using microscope, require high version of computers, simulations had no variation on the result, 
absence of real preparation of slides from fresh specimen for microscope viewing, and do not 

develop microscopy skills. 

 

3.4. Comparison between LVOS and IPL 
 

Table 4 compares LVOS and IPL in terms of convenience in use, practice and knowledge learned. 
Majority (51.5%) of the respondents perceived that LVOS is easy and convenient to use 

(statement 1, Table 4). students did not encounter any difficulties in navigating between screens 

and students reported that virtual laboratory simulations were an exciting and satisfactory 
experience. Statement 2 in Table 4, IPL outnumbered the LVOS in terms of requiring analysis of 

facts to come up with the result. Fourteen respondents (66.7 %) agreed that IPL require analysis 

of knowledge to come up with the result and 11 (33.3%) favoured LVOS. In IPL classes where 
the traditional in-person laboratory is conducted, professors had their lectures given in the lecture 

class/es, analyse it and perform the skills in the laboratory. With regard to what approach require 

repetition of the experiment before coming with the results (statement 3, Table4), 24 respondents 

(72.70%) answered LVOS. Eight respondents (27.30%) favoured the IPL. The same percentage 
was gathered in statement 4 in Table 4, (which laboratory approach gather accurate data with less 

chances of error). One of the features of LVOS, students have the chance to repeat the experiment 

in each simulation, which is not the characteristics of IPL. Repetition of each experiment enable 
the student to gain familiarity, hence less chances of error in the performance of each simulation 

was incurred. In terms of what laboratory approach explains better experimental procedures 

(statement 5, Table 4), still LVOS surpassed IPL where 30 (90.91%) chose LVOS while only 

three respondents (9.09%) favored the IPL. One of the features of LVOS, is the step-by-step 
procedure in each simulation, for this reason students easily get the entire grasp of procedure in 

each simulation. Concerning the laboratory approach that is more interesting, LVOS transcend 

IPL (statement 6, Table 4). Twenty-five (75.8%) favored LVOS, while 13 (39.4%) respondents 
favoured IPL classes. This finding can be gleaned to the demographic characteristics of the 

respondents, specifically their age which are digital natives. The feature of LVOS which is 

gamified simulations attracts the respondents, hence it is interesting for them. About the time 
saving laboratory approach (statement 7, Table 4), 29 (87.9%) of the respondents conformed with 

LVOS while only four (12.10%) favoured IPL. Due to lockdowns imposed during pandemic, 

students perform simulations on cell structure and physiology in their respective homes. Travel 

time and preparations for in-person laboratory classes which is time consuming was avoided. 
Pertaining to laboratory approach that is more time saving laboratory approach (statement 8, 

Table 4), still LVOS surpassed IPL. Twenty-one (63.6%) respondents agreed that LVOS is more 

convenient 
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Table 4. Comparison between LVOS and IPL 

 
Statement LVOS IPL 

1. Laboratory approach that is easy, and convenient to use. 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

17 

51.5 

 

18 

48.5 

2. Laboratory procedure that requires analysis of facts to come up with the results 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

11 

33.3 

 

14 

66.7 

3. Laboratory approach that required repetition of the experiment before coming 
up with the results 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

 

24* 
72.7 

 

 

8 
27.3 

4. Laboratory approach that gathered accurate data, with less chances of error 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

24* 

72.7 

 

8 

27.3 

5. Laboratory approach that explains better experimental procedures 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

30* 

60.6 

 

3 

39.4 

6. Laboratory approach that is more interesting 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

25* 

75.8 

 

8 

24.2 

7. Laboratory approach that is more time saving 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

29* 

87.9 

 

4 

12.1 

8. Laboratory approach that is more convenient during examination 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

21* 

63.6 

 

12 

36.4 

9. Laboratory approach has more experimental failure 

a. Frequency 

b. Percentage 

 

6 

18.2 

 

27 

81.8 

 

Legend: * significant at 5%level of significance 

 

during examination than the IPL classes, where only 12 (36.4%) respondents choose IPL classes. 

 

From the small group discussion with the respondents, they reported that the disturbing pressures 
from moving exam where bell ring and limited time allotment per specimen was avoided in 

LVOS. As to laboratory approach with more experimental failure, IPL outnumbered LVOS 

(statement 9, Table 4). IPL was perceived by 27 (81.8%) respondents with more experimental 
failures than LVOS as perceived by six (18.2%) respondents. IPL are conducted in laboratory 

classes, the physical, environmental, the manipulative and laboratory skills of the students are the 

determinants on the conduct of successful experiment. Statement 10 in Table 4 is about the 
laboratory approach that allow more discussions and interaction between professor and students, 

IPL was favored by 25 (75.8%) respondents than LVOS with only six (24.2%) respondents. 

Simulations in LVOS are self-directed compared with IPL, which is performed with the guidance 

of the professor, and students can ask questions if the procedure is vague. 
 

Significant differences (T-test for paired sample) were obtained from statements 3,4,5,6,7,8 in 

favor of LVOS. These are, LVOS approach required repetition of the experiment before coming 
up with the results, gathered accurate data, with less chances of error, explains better 
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experimental procedures, more interesting, more time saving, more convenient during 
examination. 
 

In general, comparing LVOS with IPL, LVOS has more benefits than IPL. IPL on the other hand, 

surpassed LVOS on requiring analysis of facts to come up with the result, more discussions and 

interaction between professor and students. 

 

3.5. Suggestions of the Respondents on the Use of LVOS 
 
Statements 1 to 3 in Table 5 is about the suggestions of the respondents on the use of LVOS. 

Concerning the inclusion of LVOS as laboratory approach in the study of cell structure and 

physiology (statement 1, Table 5) all respondents favored the inclusion of LVOS in the study of 

cell structure and physiology. The interactive features of the LVOS are interesting as per 
suggested during small group discussion. In IPL where cell structure is examined using a 

compound microscope the cytoplasmic organelles cannot be viewed clearly, these can only be 

seen with the use of high-powered microscope like electron microscope. In LVOS cytoplasmic 
organelles are presented in gamified version. When respondents were asked if the subscription to 

Labster be continued as supplementary laboratory teaching approach, (statement 2, Table 5) 

despite limited IPL classes are already conducted, 32 (96.9%) of the respondents agreed. 
Statement 3 in Table 5 pertains to, whether LVOS should be assigned as homework and should be 

performed on the prescribed time of the professors, 20 (60.60%) respondents agreed. Giving of 

assignment on the prescribed time is a mode of discipline and time management, where students 

should learn these soft skills. It is best to offer both virtual and IPL learning environments to 
maximize student satisfaction, learning outcomes and class test performance [16]. 
 

Table 5. Suggestions of the Respondents on the use of LVOS 

 
Statement Frequency Percentage 

1. LVOS Should still be a part of laboratory teaching approach in the study 

of cell structure and physiology 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

 
33 

0 

 

 
100 

0 

2. Continue the subscription in LVOS as supplementary laboratory 

teaching approach 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 
 

32 

1 

 
 

96.9 

3.0 

3 LVOS should be assigned as homework and should be performed on the 

prescribed time of the professor 

a. Agree 

b. Do not agree 

 

 

20 
13 

 

 

60.60 
23.30 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
Laboratory classes during pandemic was continued using LVOS. The positive responses of the 

students on the use of LVOS are, has almost real experimental illustrations, need no assistance, 

do not require laboratory base equipment, all experimental procedures can be learned, tutorial 
mode is helpful in solving post experiment queries and in laboratory exams, analysis and 

reasoning is enhanced. Their suggestions are focus on the inclusion of LVOS in the science 

subjects with laboratory component. Although there is a minimal drawback like manipulative 

skills in microscopy is not developed. It is also claimed that LVOS enabled them to study cell 
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structure and physiology during pandemic. It was further suggested that as the world is moving 
toward COVID-19 endemicity, LVOS should still be a part of laboratory teaching approach for 

life science subjects. 
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